
Amidst coronavirus outbreak, health insurance sales also saw a spike due to rise in awareness.  According

to the report, India projects an optimistic outlook for 2021. Health care sectors, FMCG and E-Commerce

service sectors are expected to see the hike .Green shoots are slowly seen in the Indian employment

market with close to 53 percent companies looking to increase their headcount in 2021. 74 percent

technology companies in India are expected to have 14 percent increase in headcount. Despite the

global changes faced in 2020, a steady turn around of economic recovery made many sectors to

achieve new all time high.The report says that the recovery is gaining traction and global cues such as

the US stimulus package and the Brexit deal, as reasons for new highs in the equity markets. Also the

Indian government launched the world's biggest vaccination drive on January 16. The start of this

vaccination will goad our economy as India is the global capital for vaccine manufacturing and

pharmaceutical exports.The broad-based jump in imports is a sign that the demand is picking up.The

foreign investors are huddling to the Indian market. Recent swings in the macroeconomic landscape have

also brightened the outlook. The market will be highly volatile ahead of the union budget 2021. If he

market bleeds heavily it will be a good opportunity for us to accumulate quality stocks for a long term.

THE REVIVAL OF BEARS AFTER A
TUG OF WAR:

As the economy is emerging from the

sequelae of pandemic, bulls rioted in the

past couple of months & the bears were

enervated. The enchanting defensive stocks

have dulled a bit with investor attention. The

sectors based on general demand, high rural

demand and foods were already in play. The

power demand met recorded negative

growth from April- August in last year owing

to this pandemic. Now, the rising power

demand buoys up in economic activities,

which steered to higher commercial and

industrial demand.
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NIFTY - RECAP:

Nifty was having medium sized & ascending CPR range of about 318pts (2.30%) in the previous

month. The candles opened above CPR and the bulls were ferocious to take the prices higher and

hooked all time high.From the beginning of January 2021, the bulls have taken the charge and

dragged the price higher and higher and made fresh all time high at 14753.After a long run towards

monthly CPR R2, bulls have fainted. On the weekly chart, second and third candles clearly rejected

from the fresh high which indicates that the sleeping bears were aroused. Though the bulls were in

charge, all of a sudden the drowsy bears managed to take the prices down and made a healthy

correction around  7.5% from 52 week high and the candles reached CPR which is the home for

candles.

BANK NIFTY-RECAP:

We had a medium sized and ascending CPR range of about 690.90 pts (2.24%) in bank nifty for the

previous month.On the 1 st week of January, the candles opened and sustained above the CPR. As

the bulls were worn out to take the prices higher & the candles stuck between CPR & R2 in the

initial weeks of January.The formation of doji candle in the second week represents the tug of war

between bulls and bears. Finally from the third week of January, the bears have taken control and

rolled down the market till 9.67% from monthly high and the candles reached CPR closing inside it

by showing some less interest to go above CPR.
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SECTOR WHICH BLASTED LAST MONTH

We have encountered ascending and narrow CPR range of about144.70 pts (1.59%).In the previous

month. The candles were opened and sustained above the CPR. From the first week of January, the bulls

were on a rampage and the bears had no power to drag the prices down. As there was a narrow and

ascending CPR, the indomitable bulls have taken the prices higher and made an overarching rally till

9.92%.We feel that, earlier in December month candles bounced from its monthly CPR which acted as a

launchpad for the bulls to fire up till monthly R3 and then budget panic dragged down the price. 

We have experienced a medium sized CPR range of about 757.45 pts (3.17%). In the past month.The

candles were opened and sustained above the CPR. Hence the  bull rally was continued.The draconian

bulls took the price higher till 6.98% in the very first week of january.  After a strong show, on the

weekly chart CNXIT was closed with a bearish candle in the second week which indicates the initiation

of retracement.From the second week bears tried to take the control and the retracement happened

for about 7.78%.

NIFTY AUTO-RECAP:

NIFTY IT-RECAP:



One hour candle closes above 32737 will take prices up

till 35553.

If candles sustain below 28981 then we can bet on bears.

29403 would be a hurdle for bears to cross

Bulls will be on rampage ahead of the union budget

2021.

35590 would be a stop for bulls

EXPECTATION:

Ascending and Narrow CPR concludes bullishness.

1 hour candle closes above 14,642 confirms the strength of

bulls.

Nearby resistance level is 15543.

We can trust the bears only if the candle closes below 13589.

13768 would be the crucial level for bears.

EXPECTATION:
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BANK NIFTY:

TRADE PLAN FOR UPCOMING MONTH:

NIFTY 50

Ascending & Over lapping

Narrow CPR 

Bullish

CPR LEVELS

TC         - 14175.15

PIVOT   - 13994.95

BC         - 13814.80

 

OUTLOOK

Ascending & Over lapping

Narrow CPR 

Bullish

CPR LEVELS

TC         -31265.00

PIVOT   -31031.85

BC         -30798.65

 

OUTLOOK



Bulls will be powerful if one hour candle closes above 2003.

Nearby resistance level is 2227

Bears seems to be worn out.

If candles break 1745 level, then we can trust bears.

Major stocks contributing this sector are Canara Bank, SBIN.

EXPECTATION:

This sector is in a strong range.

If it breaks 32978 then it will make a further fall.

We can expect a fall till 32025.

 Bulls can take charge if it breaks 34962.

Major stocks contributing to this sector are NESTLEIND,

BRITANNIA.

EXPECTATION:
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NIFTY PSU BANK:

SECTORS LIKELY TO BLAST FOR THE UPCOMING MONTH
NIFTY FMCG:

Ascending

Narrow CPR

Bullish

CPR LEVELS

TC         - 33986.30

PIVOT   - 33697.90

BC         - 33409.45

 

OUTLOOK

Ascending & Over lapping

Medium CPR

Bearish

CPR LEVELS

TC         - 31265.00

PIVOT   - 31031.85

BC         - 30798.65

 

OUTLOOK



Did you maintain a trading journal for last month?

Did you trade based on your trading rules?

If yes, how much you will rate out of 10?

Do you risk only 2% of your capital per day?

Do you have a trading mentor to guide you?

How many hours you spend every week for learning?

How many charts do you save in your PC every week?

In creating this newsletter, it'll be helpful

to keep in mind that the focus should be

towards my followers more than anything.

While it's an opportunity for my students as

well to hear from me to understand

markets in different perspectives to

broaden and awaken their trading

knowledge.

"Together we grow, as a price action

trading community".
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Question & Answer To Your Innerself



Views, Ideas, Recommendations expressed in this weekly newsletter is purely for educational

purposes only. Investment/Trading in securities Market is subject to market risk, past

performance is not a guarantee of future performance. The risk of loss in trading and

investment in Securities markets including Equities, Derivatives, Commodity and Currency can

be substantial. These are leveraged products that carry a substantial risk of loss up to your

invested capital and may not be suitable for everyone. You should therefore carefully

consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. Please

ensure that you understand fully the risks involved and do invest money according to your risk

bearing capacity. Scalpers Trading Academy LLP or any of its associated websites does not

guarantee any returns in any of its products or services. Investment/Trading in markets is

subject to market risk. Hence, Scalpers trading Academy LLP or any of its associated

websites are not liable for any losses in any case. All our services are non-refundable.

DISCLAIMER

CONTACT US

For queries write a mail to: cprbykgs@gmail.com or WhatsApp +91-730-5432-730.

If you wish to get regular updates in the live market join our price action trading team and

get exciting benefits. Visit: www.scalpers.in or cprbykgs.learnyst.com
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdqyRScesQZPq5bh6zEzaDg
https://wa.link/38q601
https://www.scalpers.in/
https://cprbykgs.learnyst.com/
https://t.me/cprbykgs
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